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針生少年の見た武漢の景色
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いたという行動面から， 8 ・ 9 歳の頃，つまり


















































































































Young HARIYU’s sight on the scenery of Wuhan
NOMA Nobuyuki
This paper was prepared as a keynote and presented at the 20th Founding Anniversary (22 Sept 2018) of 
the Japanese department, School of Foreign Languages, Huazhong University of Science and Technology 
(Wuhan). The paper with an “edit”, a fieldwork done at Wuhan was planned to publish in the memorial 
booklet of the Founding Anniversary. However due to Covid19, the memorial booklet is not yet published 
and the progress is unsure. It will be a loss if this paper is being abandon, so I would like to publish paper in 
the Asian Cultures Research Institute’s publication which professor HARIYU had a deep relationship. In the 
title, “Young HARIYU” is referring to emeritus professor Kiyoto HARIYU, who was the director of Asian 
Cultures Research Institute for 12 years, 1983-1991 (the research institute was named as Africa Cultural 
Research Institute) and 1995-1999. Professor HARIYU did not only help the establishment of the Japanese 
department indirectly, he also acted like a bridge linking Huazhong University and Asian Cultures Research 
Institute. This paper discussed professor HARIYU’s idea on the development of Japanese department by 
focusing on his youth.
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